Yeah, reviewing a book *PaxmanEngineMaintenanceManual* could increase your close contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, success does not recommend that you have extraordinary points.

Comprehending as well as treaty even more than new will allow each success. next-door to, the proclamation as well as insight of this *PaxmanEngineMaintenanceManual* can be taken as without difficulty as picked to act.

Omega’s Capture - Lillian Sable 2018-12-19 She never wanted to be Omega. Ianthe is trapped in the clutches of the Alpha who claimed her against her will. She wants to fight him, even as every cell in her body has come to crave his touch. But there is more to Legion than meets the eye and Ianthe will suffer before she learns all of his secrets. Omega’s Capture is the second in a series which immediately follows the events of Omega’s Deception (Omega’s of Pandora, Book One). This series features an over the top Alpha hero in a dystopian world. This book is for anyone who likes their romance with power exchange and a splash of darkness, especially fans of Addison Cain, Zoe Blake and Loki Renard. **Death in Florence (A Year in Europe—Book 2) - Blake Pierce 2021-03-30** “When you think that life cannot get better, Blake Pierce comes up with another masterpiece of thriller and mystery! This book is full of twists, and the end brings a surprising revelation. Strongly recommended for the permanent library of any reader who enjoys a very well-written thriller.” – Books and Movie Reviews (re Almost Gone) DEATH IN FLORENCE is book #2 in a charming new cozy mystery series by USA Today bestselling author Blake Pierce, whose #1 bestseller Once Gone has received 1,500 five-star reviews. The series (A YEAR IN EUROPE) begins with book #1 (A MURDER IN PARIS). Diana Hope, 35, is still adjusting to her recent separation when she discovers her ex-husband has just proposed to a woman 30 years younger. Secretly hoping they would reunite, Diana is devastated. She realizes the time has come to reimagine life without him—in fact, to reimagine her life, period. Devoting the last 30 years of her life to being a dutiful wife and mother and to climbing the corporate ladder, Diana has been relentlessly driven, and has not taken a moment to do anything for herself. Now, the time has come. Diana never forgot her first boyfriend, who begged her to join him for a year in Europe after college. She had wanted to go so badly, but it had seemed like a wild, romantic idea, and a gap year, she’d thought, would hinder her resume and career. But now, with her daughters grown, her husband gone, and her career no longer fulfilling, Diana realizes it’s time for herself—and to take that romantic year in Europe she’d always dreamed of. Diana prepares to embark on the year of her life, finally turning to her bucket list, hoping to tour the most beautiful sights and sample the most scrumptious cuisines—and maybe, even, to fall in love again. But a year in Europe may have different plans in store for her. Can A-type Diana learn to go with the flow, to be spontaneous, to let down her guard and to learn to truly enjoy life again? In DEATH IN FLORENCE (Book #2), Diana arrives in Florence, ready to shake off the events of Paris and fulfill her lifelong dream of being proposed to on the romantic Ponte Vecchio bridge. But Diana can never possibly anticipate what she is about to find on that bridge, and how it may just turn her romantic dream into a ridiculous nightmare! A YEAR IN EUROPE is a charming and laugh-out-loud cozy mystery series, packed with food and travel, with mysteries that will leave you on the edge of your seat, and with experiences that will leave you with a sense of wonder. As Diana embarks on her quixotic quest for love and meaning, you will find yourself falling in love and rooting for her. You will be in shock at the twists and turns her journey takes as she somehow finds herself at the center of a mystery, and must play amateur sleuth to solve it. Fans of books like Eat, Pray, Love and Under the Tuscan Sun have finally found the cozy mystery series they’ve been hoping for! Book #3 (VENGEANCE IN VIENNA) in the series is now also available! **Evidence Series Box Set Volume 3 - Rachel Grant 2021-04-11** Three sexy, high-octane thrillers where archaeology and danger collide. The adventure begins in Poison Evidence as Ivy MacLeod finds herself at theast the center intrigue as spies vie for her advanced mapping technology in the midst of a tropical paradise. It continues in Silent Evidence as Hazel MacLeod finally gets the attention of the former Navy SEAL she’s wanted for years. The only problem is the relationship is fake because he’s really her bodyguard. In Winter Hawk, Leah Ellis is stranded in the nation’s capital during the holidays without money, phone, or bed. All she has is a mysterious driver who might be after military secrets. Poison Evidence It was supposed to be paradise…. Ivy MacLeod has the perfect opportunity to test her advanced remote sensing technology: mapping a World War II battle site in the islands of Palau. The project is more than an all-expenses-paid trip to paradise. It’s also an opportunity to distance her reputation from her traitorous ex-husband. But foreign intelligence agencies will kill to possess her invention, and paradise turns deadly when her ex-husband’s vicious allies attack. In desperation, she turns to Air Force pilot Jack Keaton. But is he the bigger threat? Jack might be protecting her as he claims—or he could be a foreign agent. Her compass is skewed by his magnetic pull and further thrown off when she learns her own government has betrayed her. Stranded on a tropical island with a man whose motives remain a mystery, Ivy must decide who is the spy, who is the protector, and who is the ultimate villain. She longs to trust the man who rescued her, but she’s risking more than her heart. Choose right, and she saves her country’s secrets—and her life. Choose wrong—and she risks nothing short of all-out war. Silent Evidence The man of her fantasies is finally hers. Sort of…. Two things haunt forensic anthropologist Hazel MacLeod: the bones of victims of genocide she examines for her work, and former SEAL Sean Logan’s rejection. But within days of moving to her cousin’s estate to take a much needed break, she finds herself faced with both. First, she’s called in to examine a mass grave in Virginia, then, her policeman cousin receives a threatening letter and insists Hazel needs around the clock protection—from none other than Sean Logan. To make matters worse, because the threat to her is classified, Hazel and Sean must pretend to be lovers to hide that he’s her bodyguard. Sean has spent years trying to avoid his boss’s sexy cousin, but now he’s guarding her twenty-four seven and even bringing her as his date to a romantic destination wedding. As the heat between them intensifies, Sean can’t lose sight of the danger that brought them together. But when bullets start flying, new questions arise. Are the senator’s political rivals really behind the threat, or is someone trying to silence Hazel from speaking for the dead? Winter Hawk Raptor operative Nate Sifuentes isn’t thrilled to find himself back on the job on the first day of his winter vacation, but he can’t say no when his brother asks a favor. At least he’ll earn an easy Christmas bonus—after all, driving a fired military contractor home after she’s been escorted off base by military police can’t be that hard. In a matter of minutes, Leah Ellis has lost everything, and now she’s stranded in the nation’s capital on the first night of Hanukkah without money, phone, or bed. All she has is a mysterious driver who might be after her technical knowledge of the US military’s drone operations. The former Green Beret’s protective instincts—and skills—kick in when he discovers the alluring AI engineer is being hunted. On the run, they escape the winter cold by generating their own heat, but will they find answers in time to stop a terror attack on Christmas Day?

**Dying and Death in Canada, Third Edition** - Herbert C. Northcott 2016-07-07 “Dying and Death in Canada offers a comprehensive discussion of dying, death, and bereavement from a Canadian perspective. The third edition has been thoroughly updated and several new topics have been added, including assisted suicide and active euthanasia, end of life care, emerging trends in funerary practices, and changing conceptualizations and interventions in the grieving process. A glossary has also been added along with end-of-chapter review questions and an appendix listing recent and seminal movies, television programs, documentary films, and other visual media sources dealing with dying and death. The new edition includes 22 black and white photos, 4 figures, and 3 tables.” -- *A Deal with the Devil* - Amelia Wilde 2021-03-30 A man can only have one great love, and mine was the sea. Until I pulled a half-drowned heirress out of the water. Until I kept her as mine. Until I hurt her to prove I didn’t love her. Now we’re surrounded. Dangerous pirates want to use her for their own purposes. I won’t give her up that
easy. I have a lifetime of treasure to protect. But with the ship going
down, there’s only one thing I want to save. Her. A Deal with the Devil is
book two in the Devil trilogy by USA Today bestselling author Amelia
Wilde. The Devil and the Deep Blue Sea must be read first.
Any Groom Will Do - Charis Michaels 2018-02-13
Lady Willow Hunnicut has always dreamed of living in London. With
design talent and aspirations grander than London’s finest houses, she
knows an unmarried heiress will never be allowed to live in the capital
alone. But a married woman may come and go as she pleases. With a
little imagination, a lot of courage, and one carefully worded
advertisement, Willow concocts a plan to get everything she wants... 
even if she must take a husband in exchange. Lord Brent Cauder, the
Earl of Cassin, is destitute, his Yorkshire castle is crumbling, and his
tenants are without work. He has an ingenious scheme that’s a surefire
moneymaker—if only someone would invest. When he discovers an
adventure-seeking adventurers to find the island is determined to claim
the money. But his world is turned upside down when the investor turns out
to be a flame-haired heiress. The deal is simple: In return for marrying
Willow, Cassin will receive her substantial dowry—and nothing else. All
she asks is that after the wedding, each go their separate ways. But for
all her careful preparation, the one thing Willow couldn’t have planned is
the way she feels about Cassin... or the desire that threatens to enflame
them both.
Strict Confidence - Skye Warren 2021-06-15
Forbidden. Commanding. Mysterious. Beau Rochester has an entire
house full of secrets. That’s why the ruthless Christos Marseille is ultra-arrogant, he’s also aggravatingly irresistible. Before
they collide in the boardroom, does Leo discover she’s reluctant socialite Rosanna Gold. And carrying his twins! Sheltered Rosanna refuses Leo’s
demand that they marry. She won’t wed a man who sees her as an
obligation. But his strategy to prove otherwise is one of seduction — and
no bounds. Nine Months to Claim Her - Natalie Anderson Claiming his
one-night heirs... will take a nine-month negotiation! Mistaken for a
security guard by an alluring waitress, CEO Leo Castle revels in their
stolen moments together. When they’re alone he’s responsible for just
one thing: her unadulterated pleasure! Only later, when their paths
collide in the boardroom, does Leo discover she’s reluctant socialite
Rosanna Gold. And carrying his twins! Sheltered Rosanna refuses Leo’s
demand that they marry. She won’t wed a man who sees her as an
obligation. But his strategy to prove otherwise is one of seduction — and
Rosanna knows intimately how powerful that can be... Invitation from the Venetian Billionaire - Lucy King Once they trust each other...there’s no
way to reverse the passion! When Luke uncovers Cassie’s original intentions,
he’s furious. To stop her damaging his self-built empire, he demands she
stay for a week. After all, attraction this intense still deserves indulging.
But is she a bigger threat to his business...or his carefully guarded heart?
Irresistible in Love - Bella Andre 2017-03-08
Meet the Maverick Billionaires: sexy, self-made men from the wrong side
of town who survived hell together and now have everything they ever
wanted. But when each Maverick falls head-over-heels for an incredible
woman he never saw coming, he will soon find that true love is the only
thing he ever really needed...
Cheeky King - Nana Malone 2018-04-30
Rescued by a Rancher - Mindy Neff 2018-04-02
Rescued by a Rancher Texas Sweethearts series--Book Three As young
girls, they vowed to be best friends forever—a promise they kept through
hardship and heartbreak! Now these four Texas Sweethearts are all
turning thirty. In spite of busy lives, full-time careers, and an assortment
of beloved animals and meddling townfolk, true love is destined to
surprise each one of them in the magical little world of their own
hometown. What Happens When A Texas Sweetheart Is Born With A Silver Spoon? She Stirs Up Trouble In Hope Valley! Once upon a time...
Fabulous dinner parties, silks, satin and high society—Tracy Lynn
Randolph is the valley’s very own fairy-tale princess. Until she decides to
fulfill her most precious wish and have a baby. Never mind that fertility
clinics and fairy tales don’t mix! She’s about to scandalize Hope Valley
during the Christmas holiday—unless someone can wave a wand and
make the perfect prince appear. A lonesome cowboy got lucky... Cowboy
horse breeder Linc Slade has never met a damsel in distress, but he can
tell for a fact, and even Lacey Lynn’s exquisite blend beauty
of course, says thoroughbred, loud and clear. He’s loved her forever, it seems. Now
One wild rescue leads to another, and before he knows it, she’s in his
arms for real in a magical marriage-of-convenience. Can the magic last?
Will his Christmas wish actually come true? “Mindy Neff brings together
new technology and old fashioned values. The ending just left me
breathless!” —Amazon Reviewer
Juliet’s Answer - Glenn Dixon 2017-02-07
Eat, Pray, Love meets The Rosie Project in this fresh, heartwarming
memoir by a man who travels to Verona and volunteers to answer letters
addressed to Shakespeare’s Juliet, all in an attempt to heal his own
heartbreak. When Glenn Dixon is spurned by love, he packs his bags for
Verona, Italy. Once there, he volunteers to answer the thousands of
letters that arrive addressed to Juliet—letters sent from lovelorn people
all over the world to Juliet’s hometown; people who long to understand
the mysteries of the human heart. Glenn’s journey takes him deep into
the charming community of Verona, where he becomes involved in
unraveling the truth behind Romeo and Juliet. Did these star-crossed
lovers actually exist? Why have they remained at the forefront of hearts
and minds for centuries? And what can they teach us about love? When
Glenn returns home to Canada and resumes his duties as an English
teacher, he undertakes a lively reading of Romeo and Juliet with his
students, engaging them in passions past and present. But in an
intriguing reversal of fate and fortune, his students—along with an old
friend—instruct the teacher on the true meaning of love, loss, and
moving on. An enthralling tale of modern-day love steeped in the
romantic traditions of eras past, this is a memoir that will warm your
heart.
Wounded Kiss - Willow Winters
From USA Today best-selling author, Willow Winters, comes a tempting
tale of fated love, lust-filled secrets and the beginnings of an epic war.
His chiseled jaw and silver gaze haunts both my nightmares and my
dreams, though I’ve only ever gotten a glimpse of either. There’s a treaty
between us and them; more mortals and the ones who terrify but keep us
safe. The contract demands that every year there’s an offering and this
year I’ll walk across that stage presenting myself. We have no idea what
to expect if they choose someone, since they haven’t done so in
generations. The only thing we know is that the ones they take belong to
them forevermore. If chosen, you don’t come back, or so the story of the
treaty goes. Gather and present yourself. This is the offering … ... and I
belong to him.
Once Lost (A Riley Paige Mystery—Book 10) - Blake Fierce 2017-10-05
Chakras for Beginners - Tai Morello 2017-02-06
The 7 chakras located along your spine up to the crown of your head may be
the biggest secret Western conventional health care is keeping from you.
Bonus: Exclusive Gift Inside! In this book you’ll discover How to
Clear your Energetic Blockages, Radiate Energy and Finally heal
yourself. What if I told you that your body had the ability to heal itself
through the use of chakras — unseen spining wheels of energy that are
found at crucial areas along your spine? If you’ve never heard of chakras before you may be a bit skeptical about their existence, let alone the health and natural influence they offer your body. This book will not only introduce you to these potent vortices of health and wholeness, but it will also reveal the secrets that make rebalancing and awakening them seem like child’s play.

**Kemp: An Arrow for the Crown** - Jonathan Lunn 2021-06-28

There’s no way out this time... An unputdownable medieval adventure from a master of the genre Haunted by guilt and his sins, archer Martin Kemp is in Scotland to collect on a debt when war breaks out afresh. The border erupts in bloody violence. Stalked through heather and forest by French men-at-arms sent to stir up the Scots against the English, Kemp and his friend Leuan find themselves roped into escorting a motley band of civilians to safety. Matters are complicated by a Scottish knight who is not what he seems, but not nearly as much as by the presence of one of Kemp's old flames. Pursued to Berwick, Kemp and his companions find themselves besieged in the castle with no hope of relief or escape. When the Scots launch an all-out attack, Kemp may have to sacrifice everything in a brutal showdown that will determine the destiny of the Scottish crown... A rollicking adventure in the bestselling series, this brilliant novel from Jonathan Lunn will leave you battered and exhilarated.

**An Unexpected Affair** - Elizabeth Lennox 2021-06-18

Will her shameful secret be exposed? Evie Katner has a shameful secret. One that forced her to abandon a very successful acting career. But now she’s back and...and she wants this role! It was perfect for her! It was everything she needed to prove her place as a serious actor! The only thing...she had to trick the director/producer into giving her the part. Brock Severson is furious when he realizes that the woman who tried out for the role is none other than Evely Katner. She left the industry under a cloud of shame. No one knew why she’d left the acting world – but one thing…she had to trick the director/producer into giving her the part.

**Romancing Olive** - Holly Bush 2011-11

1891... Spinster librarian, Olive Wilkins, is shocked to learn of her brother’s violent death at a saloon gaming table and her sister-in-law’s subsequent murder, traveling far from her staid life to rescue her niece and nephew, now orphans. She arrives to find the circumstances of her brother’s life deplorable and her long held beliefs of family and tradition, shaken. Accustomed to the sophistication of Philadelphia, Olive arrives in Spencer, Ohio, a rough and tumble world she is not familiar with, facing two traumatized children. Her niece and nephew, Mary and John, have been living with a neighboring farmer, widower Jacob Butler, the father of three young children of his own and a man still in pain from the recent loss of his wife. Real danger threatens Olive and Mary and John while Jacob and his own brood battle the day-to-day struggles for survival. Will Olive and Jacob find the strength to fight their battles alone or together? Will love conquer the bitterness of loss and broken dreams?

**Surprised by a Baby Texas Sweethearts Series**

Surprised by a Baby Texas Sweethearts Series - Book Two As young girls, they vowed to be best friends forever—a promise they kept through happiness and heartbreak! Now these four Texas Sweethearts are all turning thirty. In spite of busy lives, full-time careers, and an assortment of beloved animals and meddling townsfolk, true love is destined to surprise each one of them in the magical little world of their own hometown. A Texas Sweetheart in trouble with the law? Donetta Presley is a magnet for guys. Sometimes really bad guys. Although she presents an air of confidence, a failed marriage has left her vowing to stay away from men...for now. But sometimes love never dies. Chased by the past, and the passion in the arms of the local lawman rocks her whole world forever.

**Electric Vehicle Engineering**

A complete guide to electric vehicle design, operation, and adoption This hands-on resource thoroughly explains the technologies and techniques involved in the design and operation of today’s electric vehicles. Originally written for use in a course co-taught by the authors at Stanford University, Electric Vehicle Engineering discusses the physics of vehicle motion; the electrical principles on which motors rely; the chemistry, operation, and charging of lithium-ion batteries; the design and operation of motor controllers; the energy efficiency and environmental impact of electric vehicles; and the policy and economics affecting their adoption. After teaching you the theory, the authors will guide you through a hands-on project in which you will build a model electric car from the ground up with a hand-wound electric motor of your own design. Coverage includes: Introduction to electric vehicles Electric vehicle history Vehicle dynamics Electric motors Lithium-ion batteries

**Kemp: An Arrow for the Crown** - Jonathan Lunn 2021-06-28

A very unusual governess 2. - Sylvia Andrew 2020-05-12

Without revealing the fact that she is the daughter of an earl, Octavia has been producing fabulous results as Lisette and Philippa’s governess. Edward is stunned by her competence, backed by her intellect and kindness, but he has been suffering from the attraction he feels for her. Could they ever be together despite the differences in their social standings? He makes an effort to distance himself from Octavia, but the farther apart they are, the greater his longing for her becomes. One day, he finds her asleep in the house and is unable to fight the temptation to touch her...

**The Vampire's Tear** - Gina D. B. Clemen 2010
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more." - chinese "Decadent, delicious, & dangerously addictive!" - Amazon Review 💫


The Daddy and The Dom - Julia Sykes 2019-09-01

MFM ménage romance from USA Today bestselling author Julia Sykes Two darkly domineering alpha males. They say I don’t have to choose. They both want me. Together. The three of us. I was meant to be theirs: Joseph, my sweet first love, and Marco, his sternly intimidating best friend. I know they’re dangerous men, but being with them doesn’t feel wrong. When they hold me in their arms, I feel safe, cherished. I’m still their captive, but I’m no longer certain if I want to be free of them. They swear they only kidnapped me for my own protection, and after a terrifying attack by one of their enemies, I’m starting to believe them. If I give myself to them, will they be able to protect me?

DNL of the Spirit, Volume 1 - Rae Chandran 2014-09-01 The etheric strands of your DNA are the information library of your soul. They contain the complete history of you, lifetime after lifetime; a record of the attitudes, karma, and emotional predispositions you brought into this lifetime; and a blueprint, or lesson plan, for your self-improvement. Your DNA is also a record of your existence from the moment of your conception until your current present moment. This information is written in every cell of your body. This is a book about practices you can do and energetic connections you can make to raise your consciousness and activate additional strands of your DNA. These practices can give you further spiritual empowerment, heightened awareness, and deeper connections to the Creator and beings who work from the inner planes to support humanity.

Confessions of a Naughty Nanny - Piper Rayne 2019-02-20

When a famous music producer moves to Lake Starlight it can’t just be a coincidence. It’s the universe helping to move things along in the right direction so that Griffin Thorne can discover me. I have to confess—I’ll do whatever it takes to make that happen. Confession #1: I may have overheard that he was in search of a nanny. What can I say? My brother did whatever it takes to make that happen. Confession #2: It’s possible I helped along the assumption that I had nanny experience. Hey, babysitting my nieces and nephews counts, right? Confession #3: There’s a good chance I oversold my qualifications. But my Grandma Dori backed me up, so it’s not completely my fault. And it worked. He hired me. Only for me to find out he was in search of a nanny. Who wishes to trap them there? Who wishes to trap them there? Readers should be advised that this title may not be appropriate for clean readers.

A Love Song for Rebels - Piper Lawson 2020-05-27

I swore I’d never fall for a rockstar. He swore he’d never become one. Tyler didn’t mean to break my heart. He did it anyway. Now, I’ll never play by anyone’s rules but mine. When he shows up in the last place I expect, with a confession and a promise… There’s going to be a reckoning. Because the naive girl he shattered is gone. And the woman in her place is ready for a fight. A Love Song for Rebels is Book 2 in the angsty new adult, academy-inspired Rivals trilogy and must be read following A Love Song for Liars (Rivals #1). If your favorite tropes include enemies to lovers, friends to lovers, academy, high school, or rock star / music, don’t miss Tyler and Annie’s epic story! Topics: contemporary romance, small town, second chance, friends to lovers, series, romantic series, women’s fiction, romance saga, romantic small town, series starter, first in series, romance series, romance saga, romantic fiction, young adult. Their romance is a story of family bonding, heart-warming, family, love, love books, kissing books, emotional journey, captivating romance, emotional, healing, hot, hot romance, forbidden love, sparks, loyalty, sown, funny romance, modern romance, modern release, forbidden romance, boy band, childhood crush, friends to lovers, one night stand, second chance romance, hidden romance, strong alpha, alpha hero, family business, strong female lead, strong heroine, family secrets, top romance reads, best seller, New Adult, Romance books free, ten book free, best seller, series, romance novels, love story, alpha, rockstar, high school, prep school, bully, angst. Other readers of Piper Lawson's books enjoyed books by: Carrie Ann Ryan, Corinne Michaels, Sherrilyn Kenyon, Colleen Hoover, Talia Hibbert, Helena Hunting. Elle Kennedy, Kristen Callihan, Penny Reid, Kristen Ashley, KA Tucker, Melissa Foster, Bella Andre, Jean Oram, Sarina Bowen, Vi Keeland, Winter Renshaw, Meghan March, Willow Winters, Carly Phillips, Erika Wilde, Kendall Ryan, Jillian Dodd, Melissa Foster, Nana Malone, Anna Todd, Lauren Blakely, Julia Kent and Jay Crownover.
Century Nights, Lyon reveals a truth Kara can barely credit. She's immortal, and the only one who can save his race. And deep within her, he arouses a fierce, primal hunger beyond anything she's ever imagined. But only when their lives are threatened by an ancient evil will Kara and Lyon realize they have found a love they would risk their immortal souls to claim . . . and a powerful desire that could never, ever be tamed.

**Seasons of Sorcery** - Jeffe Kennedy 2018-11-13

Includes 2019 RITA® Award Novella Finalist THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER! Now on sale for $2.99 WINTER'S WEB BY JENNIFER ESTEP

An assassin at a renaissance faire. What could possibly go wrong?

Everything, if you’re Gin Blanco. This Spider is trapped in someone else’s icy web—and it seems like they don’t want her to leave the faire alive . . .

A WILDERNESS OF GLASS BY GRAACE DRAVEN The stretch of sea known as the Gray rules the lives of those in the village of Ancilar, including widow Brida Gazi. In the aftermath of an autumn storm, Brida discovers one of the sea’s secrets cast onto the shore—a discovery that will change her world, mend her soul, and put her in the greatest danger she’s ever faced. A CURSE FOR SPRING BY AMANDA BOUCHET A malevolent spell strangles the kingdom of Leathen in catastrophic drought. Prince Daric must break the curse before his people starve. A once-mighty goddess trapped in a human body might be the key—but saving his kingdom could mean losing all that he loves.

THE DRAGONS OF SUMMER BY JEFFE KENNEDY As unofficial consort to the High Queen, former mercenary Harlan Konyngrr faces a challenge worse than looming war and fearsome dragons. His long-held secrets threaten what he loves most—and he must make a choice between vows to two women.

That Kind of Guy - Talia Hibbert 2019-05-02

She wants a fake relationship. He needs something real. If there’s one thing Rae can’t stand, it’s pity. She’s forty, frazzled, and fed up—so attending an awards ceremony alone while her ex swans about with his new wife? Not an option. To avoid total humiliation, Rae needs a date of her own. And her young, hot-as-hell new best friend is the perfect candidate... Zach Davis, king of casual hookups, has a secret: the notorious womaniser craves emotional connection, and anonymous encounters leave him feeling hollow. After years of performance, Zach’s desperate to be himself. So why does he agree to play Rae’s fake boyfriend? And why does it feel so easy? When the line between pretence and desire blurs, Zach’s forced to face an unexpected truth: there’s nothing phoney about his need for Rae. But the jaded divorcée’s been hurt by playboy men before. Can a weekend of faking it prove that Zach’s for real? The Ravenswood Series #1: A Girl Like Her #1.5: Damaged Goods #2: Untouchable #3: That Kind of Guy